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Abstract—In this paper, the rare earth mining area of southern Ganzhou in Jiangxi Province, China is taken as a study area. And the ecology quality evaluation mode based on remote sensing technology was built up to assess the ecology quality status of the opencast mine area. In order to determine the influence sphere on the surrounding ecology quality, the buffer zone method was introduced. The result shows that the rare earth mine exploitation has negative effects on vegetation coverage, biomass, water and soil loss and landscape. The ecology quality status became worse from 2000 to 2005, while better from 2005 to 2010 by comprehensively analyzing the ecology quality status in the study area. And the influence on the ecology quality status caused by rare earth mine exploitation is very great in zone 1500m, while very little out of zone 2500m. It suggests that the influence sphere on the surrounding ecology quality of rare earth mine exploitation is about 2500m.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mineral Resource plays an important role in national economy and social development of our country. On one hand, the exploitation of mineral resource contributes to the development of national economy. On the other hand, it caused various ecological environment problems, such as water and soil pollution, soil erosion and so on. These problems have restricted regional sustainable development of social economy in a certain degree. It is of great significance to evaluate the ecological quality of opencast mine area. But some data are very difficult to collect with traditional ecology quality assessment technique. In recent years, with the rapidly development of Remote Sensing technology, multi-resolution, multi-spectral, multi-platform and multi-temporal data further enriches, remote sensing techniques have become one of the most important means in eco-environmental researches. In 2006, the Environmental protection industry of the People’s Republic of China released a technical criterion for eco-environmental status evaluation which provides a certain guidance and reference for monitoring ecological environmental status using remote sensing and GIS [1]. Some assessed the ecological and environmental quality for a large area like a province or a city using the remote sensing technology [2]-[4]. And many researchers also applied remote sensing to monitoring open-cast mine area. Anderson investigate the open-cast mine exploitation status with Landsat imageries and proposed that traditional method for monitoring the open-cast mine wasn’t suitable for large-scale monitoring which takes lots of time and energy, and this is the reason why satellite remote sensing data is widely applied in the field [5]. Nuray Demirel investigates the use of SVM classification methods for identifying quantifying and analyzing spatial response of landscape due to surface mining activities in Goynuk open cast mine, Turkey, from year 2004 to 2008 [6]. Niu et al use SPOT, Landsat TM and aerial image for Jiangou mountain of Ningxia, Haibowang mining area of Neimenggu and Datong mining area of Shanxi respectively to determine the position and exploitation scale, and point out that using remote sensing and spatial technique can monitor the status of small coal mine well [7]. Li et al. investigated the geological disasters caused by coal mine exploitation, and analyzed the status, cause and distributed regularity of coal mine geological disasters status [8]. Peng choose rare earth mine of Dingnan as a study case, and use ALOS image to extract two different kinds of exploitation technique mining areas which are in-situ leaping method and non in-situ leaping method including pond leaching and heap leaching way respectively, and quantitatively analyzed the exploitation status, it pointed that the remote sensing image with 2.5m resolution can identify clearly the ion-absorbed rare earth mine [9]. While there is less study on the ecology quality comprehensive assessment for open-cast mining area using remote sensing technology. And in the past research, many researchers focused on the open-cast mining area information abstraction or exploitation status monitoring, and rarely quantitatively analyzed the ecology quality and influence sphere on the surrounding. However, if the influence sphere of mine exploitation activities can be determined, it will provide more intuitive and precise governance goal for relative administration department and decision-makers, it has a great significance. Therefore, remote sensing technology was applied in this paper to evaluate the ecology quality for rare earth mine area considering the characteristics of the surrounding ecosystem destroyed by rare earth mine exploitation in southern Ganzhou. And the buffer zone method is introduced to determine the influence sphere of mine exploitation activities based on the ecology quality status evaluation.

II. STUDY AREA AND DATA PROCESSING

A. Study Area and Datasets

Southern Ganzhou is located in the south of Ganzhou city, Jiangxi Province, which includes Dingnan county, Longnan county, Xinfeng county, Quannan county and Anyuan county (see Fig. 1). The study area is hilly, and the total area is about
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9732.86 km². The study area is one of the maize zone of Gannan navel oranges, and is rich in mineral resources especially in rare earth ore, and has become one of the first national rare earth ore planning counties. The rare earth mine of study area belongs to the south ion-absorbed elements type. And the south ion-absorbed REM areas were scattered in study areas with small scale. In order to get a high accurate assessment result, images with good quality and high spatial resolution were chosen. Synthesizes the purpose, cost and the demand for information of study area. ALOS images, SPOT-5 and SPOT1/2/4 images were chosen to generate land use and land cover classification of 2010, 2005 and 2000 respectively, Landsat series images and ASTER DEM data were also collected to extract relative ecological quality evaluation index of 2000, 2005 and 2010 respectively. It involves 18 ALOS images which mainly acquired on November 2010, 10 SPOT-5 images mainly acquired on November, 2005, 6 images mainly acquired on November, 2001, 4 Landsat ETM+ images mainly acquired on October, 2001, 4 Landsat 5 images mainly acquired on Nov, 2005, and 4 Landsat 5 images mainly acquired on March, 2010.

**B. Data Processing**

Ortho-rectification, data fusion, image mosaic, image cut and image classification are should be carried out to extract the ecological quality index based on remote sensing. The ALOS data was orthorectified by Rational Function Model with RPC, and the SPOT series data was orthorectified by physical imaging model. The errors of the orthorectified images are within 1 pixel. The fused images were obtained using PANSARP transform which is a popular fusion algorithm recently, and found the matching gray value between the fused bands mainly using the least squares method, and adjust the contribution values of individual band, to keep its color best and to make it be close to natural colour, and estimated the gray value relationship among all bands using statistical method to remove the data gap problem [10], [11].

Image classification is a necessary step to assessment the ecology quality status using remote sensing technology. In this paper, the land use classification type of the study areas includes forest, bareland, water, farmland, building and rare earth ore mining area. For high spatial resolution image, the object-oriented classification way is more suitable than traditional classification method based on pixel. Therefore, an objects-oriented classification approach combining with object size, context features and texture information extracted by Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) was applied in this study. The method can fully dig the spectral information, spatial characteristics and context information so that it can make the classification result fit better with the actual situation. For different periods, a backtracking method was introduced to obtain the change information and then generate classification of study area for other periods. The method can induced false changes efficiently, improve the accuracy and detect object changes for different years rapidly. Fig. 2 shows the classification result of 2000, 2005 and 2010 in the study area. In additional, field validation method combining with high spatial resolution image was applied to verify the classification accuracy. And the overall classification accuracy is about 90%, Kappa value is over than 0.85. The accuracy can meet the research’s need.

**III. REGIONAL ECOLOGY QUALITY EVALUATION**

The rare earth mine exploitation activity made the landscape more broken, destroys the surface vegetation seriously and aggravates the land gradation due to its scattered distribution and small scale in the study area. In consideration of the characteristics of the surrounding ecosystem destroyed by rare earth mine exploitation, referring to the relative literatures about regional ecology quality assessment, and following the operable principle in indices selection processing, rare earth mine area rate (REMAR), vegetation fraction (VF), regional biomass (RB), soil erosion intensity index (SEI) and landscape fragmentation (LF) are chosen to reflect the ecology quality status in southern Ganzhou. Fig. 3 shows the flow of analysis.
the influence on the surrounding caused by rare earth mine exploitation in the study area.

A. Rare Earth Mine Area Rate

1) Rare earth mine area rate

Rare earth mining area rate can reflect the damage on ecosystem type caused by rare earth mine exploitation. The Rare earth mining area rate (REMAR) can be expressed as below.

\[
\text{REMAR} = \frac{S_{\text{rem}}}{S}
\]  

(1)

Here, \(S_{\text{rem}}\) represents the rare earth mine exploitation area, \(S\) is the area of the whole region.

2) Vegetation fraction

Vegetation Fraction is one of the indicators which can reflect the vegetation cover degree of a study area, and it is also the required parameters for calculating soil erosion intensity. And there are many ways to calculate vegetation fraction. Some estimated vegetation fraction using normalized different vegetation index (NDVI)[12], and some estimated it with the ecological system classification [1]. In this paper, the vegetation fraction was calculated using the classification mainly by reference to Technical Criterion for Eco-environmental Status Evaluation (on try) (HJ/T192-2006) [1]. And the expression is as equation 2 shows.

\[
\text{VF} = (0.38 \times fr + 0.34 \times g + 0.19 \times fl + 0.07 \times bu + 0.02 \times bl) / S
\]

(2)

where \(fr\), \(g\), \(fl\), \(bu\), \(bl\) represent the area of forest, grassland, farmland, building and bareland, and the rare earth mining area is regard as bareland in this calculating process due to the factor that the vegetation cover degree in rare earth mining area is similar to bareland. \(VF\) is vegetation fraction.

3) Regional ecosystem biomass

In this study, the biomass per area index is applied to reflect the ecological system biomass in the study area, the expression is as equation 3 show.

\[
RB = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (RBD_{ij} \times S_{ij})}{S}
\]

(3)

Here, \(RB\) represents the ecosystem biomass in the study area. \(j\) is the ecosystem type which includes forest, grassland and wetland. \(RBD_{ij}\) represents the relative biomass density of pixel \(i\) in ecosystem type \(j\) which was provided by the special groups for Investigation and Evaluation of Ten Years Change of National Ecological Environment (2000-2010).

4) Soil erosion intensity

Soil erosion intensity and vegetation fraction are inversely proportional relationship under other constant conditions. Soil erosion intensity is calculated using vegetation fraction and slope factors in Standards for Classification and Gradation of Soil erosion [13]. In this paper, the soil erosion intensity is classified as slight erosion, moderate erosion and severe erosion according to the standards and considering the actual situation of the study area. Considering the ecological system types, the soil erosion intensity was calculated using fraction and slope factors for forest land, grass land, farm land, bare land and rare earth ore mining area, as Table I show. The soil erosion of other types including water area and building land are identified as inapparent soil erosion areas.

In order to quantitatively assess the soil erosion degree, the three gradations are given different weights respectively [1], as Table II shows.

\[
\text{VF} = \begin{cases} 
0.05 & \text{Slight} \\
0.25 & \text{Moderate} \\
0.7 & \text{Severe}
\end{cases}
\]

(4)

And the soil erosion intensity (SE) expression is as equation 4 shows:

\[
SE = \frac{0.05S_{\text{sl}} + 0.25S_{\text{mod}} + 0.7S_{\text{sev}}}{S}
\]

(5)

where, \(S_{\text{sl}}\), \(S_{\text{mod}}\), \(S_{\text{sev}}\) represent the slight, moderate and severe area respectively.

5) Landscape fragmentation

Landscape fragmentation is identified as the broken degree divided by the natural or human factors. The broken of landscape makes the plaque area become smaller, and will directly affect the biological diversity. At the same time, landscape fragmentation can also reflect the influence degree of human activities on landscape [14]. The index can be calculated by many ways [15]-[17], and the total plaques numbers in unit area is used as the evaluation index of landscape fragmentation in this paper [17], as equation 5 shows.

\[
C = \frac{\sum n_i}{S}
\]

(5)

Here, \(C\) represents the landscape fragmentation, \(\sum n_i\) is the total plaques numbers in the whole region.

Table III lists each index value calculated by above equations respectively in 2000, 2005 and 2010. The rare earth mining area rate still increased from 2000 to 2010, which increased rapidly from 2000 to 2005, while slowly from 2005 to 2010. This is caused by reinforcing the reclamation after 2005. The vegetation fraction decreased.
from 2000 to 2010, which indicates that the vegetation coverage turned worse. The reason is that rare earth mine exploitation can destroy the surface vegetation seriously, even change the landscape, especially the pond leaching and heap leaching exploitation methods which is similar to “move mountain spot”[9]. The regional ecosystem biomass in the study area also reduced from 2000 to 2010, while the landscape fragmentation increased. It suggests that influence intensity of human activity on the ecosystem is aggrandized. And the rare earth mine exploitation activity is the strongest except the town expansion. The soil erosion intensity is aggrandized from 2000 to 2005, while weakened from 2005 to 2010. It indicates that the water and soil loss phenomena may be improved after 2005 due to reinforcing the governance for the abandon mining area in the mining area. In conclusion, rare earth mine exploitation has negative effects on vegetation coverage, biomass, water and soil loss and landscape.

B. Regional Ecology Quality

The ecological quality assessment model in rare earth mining area is built by weighting the above indexes, and can be expressed as equation 6.

$$\text{REMEQI} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i \left( \frac{100}{(A_i)_{\text{max}}} A_i \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where, \(\text{REMEQI}\) represents the rare earth mine ecological quality index. \(\omega_i\) is the weight of index \(i\) including rare earth mining area rate, vegetation fraction, soil erosion intensity, biomass per area and landscape fragmentation, and it was obtained as Table IV showing using analytic hierarchy process (AHP) software according to the relative important degree of individual assessment index. \(A_i\) is a value of index \(i\), \((A_i)_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum value among these indexes, and \(\frac{100}{(A_i)_{\text{max}}}\) signifies the normalization processing for these indexes, and the normalization value should range from 0 to 100.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>REMAR</th>
<th>VF</th>
<th>RB</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>LF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.3408</td>
<td>0.3456</td>
<td>0.1459</td>
<td>947.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.3364</td>
<td>0.2846</td>
<td>0.1990</td>
<td>1200.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.3344</td>
<td>0.2962</td>
<td>0.1449</td>
<td>1215.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV: Weights of Each Assessment Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>REMAR</th>
<th>VF</th>
<th>RB</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>LF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weights</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>REMEQI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>61.8928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>44.4168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>47.8596</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V lists the ecosystem quality index value in 2000, 2005 and 2010 estimated by the above model. The ecosystem quality is best in 2000, and worst in 2005, while turns better in 2010. The change trend fits well with the rare earth mine exploitation status from 2000 to 2010. And the analysis result shows that the governance for rare earth mining area has achieved a certain success in southern Ganzhou at least.

IV. Influence Sphere

Buffer zone method was introduced on basis of the regional ecosystem quality assessment to determine the sphere of influence on the surrounding ecology quality caused by rare earth mine exploitation. It is a way that different distance buffers are built up centred on the rare earth mining area boundary, and then the ecological quality of each buffer zone is evaluated respectively. When the ecological quality index value begins to flat beyond a certain zone, the zone is regarded as the sphere of influence on the surrounding ecological quality caused by rare earth mine exploitation. In this paper, the buffer zone interval shouldn’t be too large because of the small mining scale and scattered distribution of rare earth mining area. Then zones with 500m, 1000m, 1500m, 2000m, 2500m, 3000m, and 4000m are established respectively centred on the rare earth mining area boundary in 2010. Fig. 4 shows the ecology quality status value for each buffer zone. The ecology quality tends to be better from zone 500m to 4000m. The ecology quality status varied obviously from zone 500m to 1500m, slowly from zone 1500m to 2500m, and very little out of zone 2500m. The analysis result shows that the influence on the ecology quality status caused by rare earth mine exploitation is very great in zone 1500m, and begins to weaken in zone 1500m-2500m, while the influence is very little out of zone 2500m. So we can include that the influence sphere on the surrounding ecology quality status caused by rare earth mine exploitation is about 2500m.

V. Conclusions

Buffer zone method combining with the rare earth mine ecology quality evaluation method based on remote sensing technique can not only reflect the ecology quality status in the study area, but also determine the influence sphere on the surrounding ecology quality of rare earth mine exploitation. At the same time, all of these evaluated factors can be obtained through remote sensing data, which solved the problem that some data of a small region is difficult. The rare earth mine exploitation has negative effects on vegetation coverage, biomass, water and soil loss and landscape. The ecology quality status became worse from 2000 to 2005, while better from 2005 to 2010 by comprehensively
analyzing the ecology quality status in the study area. The analysis result shows that the governance for abandoned rare earth mining area has achieved a certain success in southern Ganzhou at least, and the success practices could provide guidance for the protection and governance of other rare earth mining area. At the same time, the influence on the ecology quality status caused by rare earth mine exploitation is very great in zone 1500m, while very little out of zone 2500m. It suggests that the influence sphere on the surrounding ecology quality of rare earth mine exploitation is about 2500m. This research will provide not only a support and decision-making for the relevant department to set up plans for mineral resource exploitation, but also a method and technical reference for the ecology quality assessment of other mineral resources mining area.
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